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 If you wish to read any further, then take a look at my first book. Ojos sin fe (1992). Epic. A Spanish Civil War soldier from a communist family and a prostitute from a small town in Aragon who fall in love and go to live together in Madrid. If you wish to read any further, then take a look at my first book. La querelle des femmes (1992). Epic. The main character, Josephine, who dreams of
becoming an artist, falls in love with two men at the same time. If you wish to read any further, then take a look at my first book. L'Inconnu dans la lune (1993). Epic. After his wife's death, Pierre becomes obsessed with the fact that their daughter Elisabeth has never been introduced to a man. If you wish to read any further, then take a look at my first book. Le Sourire de l'étoile (1994). Epic. A

Sicilian widow's quest for revenge. Her son, Olaf, tells her that the sea has washed up a man's body. The body is identified as that of her husband who disappeared in action in Africa during the war. If you wish to read any further, then take a look at my first book. Los ojos verdes (1996). Epic. The story of a boy whose father dies when he is twelve years old. The boy starts to live in the country, where
his mother and uncle marry. A coming of age story, in which the boy falls in love with a seventeen-year-old girl. If you wish to read any further, then take a look at my first book. La stella mia (1997). Epic. A couple fall in love in the days before the First World War. This is their story. La vie secrète de Joséphine (1997). Epic. The story of a young teacher who learns to write from an old woman who

lives on a country estate. L'homme de la mer (2000). A Spanish Civil War soldier finds the corpse of his girlfriend washed up on a beach. Laissez passer le vent (2000). Epic. The story of a family in Provence in the days before the First World War. El colegio de la caja (2001). Epic. The story of a boy in a school for 82157476af
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